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Background: The aim of this study was to measure the association of exposure to dust

at workplace with COPD using objective methods of exposure and outcome

classification.

Methods: Forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) to forced vital capacity (FVC)

<70%; FVC below LLN, and FEV1 below LLN from the annual screening of Minsk

Tractor Plant workers (N = 458) were tested for predictors in an adjusted logistic

regression model.

Results: In a regression model, adjusted for pack-years of smoking, age, sex, and work

duration, work in highly exposed workplaces was associated with FEV1/FVC<70%

(odds ratio (OR) 2.10 (95% confidence interval (CI) 1.16;3.83); and FEV1<LLN (OR 2.24

(95% CI 1.18;4.25)). Given the fraction of workers exposed 0.20, population

attributable fraction (PAF%) of COPD due to dust exposure was 18%.

Conclusions: Workers in highly exposed to dust workplaces had double odds of

developing COPD.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) remains one the most

prevalent chronic respiratory diseases, associated with high rates of

progressive disability, demand for persistent medication use and

substantial overall socioeconomic burden.1–4 Although smoking is the

leading single modifiable risk factor for this disease, when smoking

cessation should be a priority intervention for COPD patients,1,5 other

exposures have also been shown to incite COPD. Such environmental

exposures to vapors, gases, dust, and fume (VGDF) are not limited to

burning fossil fuels inside residential spaces,6,7 but may provoke and

worsen COPD in those exposed at workplaces.8,9

Series of large population-based studies have elucidated the role

of occupational exposure to VGDF, with dusty trades to lead. The

magnitude of such association may vary from non-significant up to

the odds ratio (OR) 2.710 depending on the study design and nature

of exposure. To date, pooled population attributable fraction (PAF%)

of occupational exposure in COPD is believed to be somewhat 15%,

however, included studies revealed high heterogeneity in the effect

measure, resulting from inconsistency in study design and hetero-

geneous nature of exposure. Large fraction of published studies have

drawn conclusions based on potentially biased exposure assessment,

when questionnaires asking for exposure at workplace are used as a

surrogate for real exposure. This potential classification bias is

widely discussed in the literature,11–13 stipulating demand for higher

quality of evidence. Moreover, spirometry is mandated for COPD

diagnosis for many years so far,1 however few studies, such asInstitution at which the work was performed: al-Farabi Kazakh National University.
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large-scale cross-sectional cohorts,14 ask patients about their

physical-based diagnoses, which may be an additional source of

misclassification.

Republic of Belarus has inherited highly developed industry from

the times of Soviet Union, but the abundant existing data from

numerous plants and production sites have not been properly

analyzed. Minsk Tractor Plant (MTP) remains a flagman of Belarus

industry, producing and selling 40-50 thousand tractors a year, and

quite a number of workstations at the venue may show high levels of

exposure to dust. The association of exposure tometal dust and COPD

at the plant has not been sufficiently quantified, therefore, the aim of

this study was to measure the association of exposure to metal dust at

workplace with spirometry-confirmed bronchial obstruction using

objective quantification of an exposure and an outcome.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design

Minsk Tractor Plant (MTP) is located in the city of Minsk, hiring local

population for all sites of tractor production process. As mandated by

local legislation, both production and non-production personnel

should undergo annual spirometry to confirm fitness to work. We

extracted data on annual spirometry of selected employees, for whom

exposure data of sufficient quality were available. With the

cross-sectional study design, we extracted data from the company

electronic records on the date of hire, location of employment (shop,

workplace), basic demographic characteristics, selected spirometric

values, date of spirometry, and attributes of exposure (work duration,

total suspended particles (TSP) exposure levels). Smoking status was

defined with pack × years for daily smokers. The corresponding value

for never- and former smokers was zero.

MTP produces dozens of thousands of tractors a year with a full

cycle of production. Metal parts for tractors mostly originate from

foundry shops (N = 5), two of which perform as steel foundry sites.

With furnaces and machines in place, smelting, molding, purification,

and drying expose workers to fumes, gases, dust, and high tempera-

ture. Other shops and departments in this plant assemble tractors as

well as sets for future assembling at other sites, whereas significant

part of workforce is involved in non-production activities. Workers

from high-exposure jobs were randomly selected from a pool of 1583

foundry employees, whereas the overall workforce at this plant is

N = 16828.

A written approval for this study was obtained from the

Committee on Bioethics of the National Center of Occupational

Safety and Health in Minsk. A signed informed consent was obtained

from each subject.

2.2 | Exposure assessment

Data on exposure levels for each workplace were obtained from the

industrial hygiene department. They complete TSP measurements

annually at every workplace according to the existing State Standard,

whichmandates the time, conditions and equipment in order to provide

uniform criteria across worksites. Air samples are collected using

automatic air aspiratorОП-422ТЦ and then transferred to the plant lab

for the TSP estimation. Existing TSP occupational exposure limit (OEL)

for dusty workplaces in the country is 2mg/m3 (or 2000 µg/m3). With

this OEL in mind, all workplaces in the plant were stratified into

low-exposureworkstations (where repeated annual TSP readings donot

exceed OEL of 2mg/m3) and high-exposure ones with the levels

exceeding OEL. Such high-exposure worksite are mainly located in the

foundry shop. For quantitative assessment of the exposure level and the

cumulative dose, we used the levels of the year when spirometry was

done for each given worker.

2.3 | Spirometry and COPD definition

Lung function test was done in a company clinic on a day of

screening, following recommendations, produced by the device

manufacturer. At least one hour after smoking, standing position and

the use of a nose clip were required for the maneuvers. To be

considered a report with acceptable quality, there should have been

two vital capacity (VC) and two forced VC (FVC) maneuvers with

high reproducibility and absence of typical errors. Those included

slow start, small peak expiratory flow (PEF), short expiration (less

than 6 s), interrupted maneuver and visually insufficient muscle

effort during expiration. All tests were performed using MAS2-PC

device (Belintelmed LLC, Republic of Belarus), regularly calibrated

and checked. We report FVC, forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)

and their ratio, as fractions to predicted values, multiplied by 100%.

We used equations of European Commission of Coal and Steel

(ECCS) to calculate predicted values for each variable.

COPD inworkers 40 years old and older was defined as FEV1/FVC

reduction to more than 70%.

2.4 | Data analysis

The primary outcome in this study was spimetrically defined COPD

with FEV1/FVC reduction to more than 70% and treated as a

dichotomous variable. Secondary outcomes, also tested in secondary

regression models, were FVC reduction below the lower limit of

normality (LLN), ie, below the lowest 5th percentile; and FEV1

reduction below LLN, all treated as dichotomous variables. LLN for

each variable was calculated as (predicted value −1.645 × residual

standard deviation (SD)). All potential predictors were tested for

normality using Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmagorov-Smirnov tests, and

most of the variables were not normally distributed, therefore

presented as medians with the corresponding interquartile range

(IQR), unless otherwise stated. In the univariate comparisons,

non-parametric tests such as Mann-Whitney U-test were used to

define true difference in variance using 95% probability cut-off. The

variable of cumulative exposure was a product of work duration,

expressed in months since work commencement till the day when

spirometry was performed, and actual workplace TSP level in mg/m3

measured no more than 12 month prior to spirometry. The unit for
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the latter was mg/m3 ×months and was treated as a continuous

variable.

In prediction models, exposure to TSP was analyzed as a binary

variable. We considered workplaces with TSP level below or equal to

2mg/m3 as low-exposure workplaces, where the remaining sites were

treated as high-exposure workplaces. Such stratification is based on

Belarus TSP OELs. Sex, exposure (high-exposure vs low-exposure),

age, smoking status (pack-years of smoking with 0 corresponding to

non-smoking status), and work duration were selected as predictors as

of the univariate comparisons of high- with low-exposure groups

(P < 0.05), as well as directed acyclic graphs (DAG) exercise. In the

logistic regression models, separate for each outcome, we tested

whether high exposure to TSP at workplace versus low exposure was

associated with the outcome, where selected predictors were

considered as confounders. We report ORs for these associations

with their corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI). Data were

analyzed using NCSS 11 (UT) software.

3 | RESULTS

In total, there were 704 spirometries available for 698 workers for this

analysis. We excluded reports with unacceptable quality, as well as

serial measurements for a few workers. We also excluded workers, for

whom exposure assessment data were not available or inconsistent

acrossmultiple measurements. Such quality check resulted in a dataset

of 458 patients with the median age 50 (IQR 13) years. Workers in

dusty workplaces did not differ from those working in cleaner

environments in age, sex composition, as well as the number of

smokers (Table 1). Those employed for low-exposure positions were

heavier smokers and worked on average twice more.When comparing

lung function data of workers in these two groups, the trend of worse

lung function of people in dusty posts did not reach statistical

significance in the univariate analysis. Dusty workplaces were mostly

concentrated in a foundry shop #1, whereas low dust concentrations

were repeatedly recorded all over the plant, except foundry shop.

Ten percent of workers were diagnosed with COPD (Table 1). Of

these, 19 (40%) were attributed to GOLD 1 with FEV1% predicted 80

or above; 19 (40%) had GOLD 2 with FEV1% predicted 50-79, and

finally 9 (20%) workers had GOLD 3 with FEV1% predicted 30-49. In

GOLD 1 group, none reported respiratory complains or symptoms at

annual screening, whereas in GOLD 2 group, 10 (53% of the group)

reported cough with sputum when examined at annual screening, but

none was on treatment. In GOLD 3 group, seven patients of nine

reported frequent exacerbations and some sort of treatment during

exacerbation, but no basic therapy in stable COPD. We found no

records of previous COPD diagnosis in any subject from GOLD 1,

however 84% and 78% of patients from GOLD 2 and 3 had a

“chronic bronchitis” diagnosis before.

The cumulative dose in this sample of production workers

ranged from 0.1 to 3431mg/m3 ×months with the median

334 (IQR 299) mg/m3 ×months. Despite substantially smaller work

duration, the cumulative dust exposure levels in the high-exposure

group was much greater compared to workstations in dusty shops

(Figure 1). Thus, the median cumulative exposure of workers in dusty

posts was 837 (IQR 948) mg/m3 ×months with a typical left-shift

toward relatively smaller readings versus 285 (IQR 289) in people

working for other than dusty occupations. In a sample of workers in

dusty occupations only, those with better lung function tended to

work on highly exposed positions, therefore, exposure levels taken

alone were not associated with worse FVC% or FEV1% predicted

(Figure 2). Taken together with shorter work duration, this

apparently reflected survival healthy worker effect in the groups

of exposed workers. However, when cumulative exposure dose was

TABLE 1 Baseline demographic and spirometric attributes of the sample under study

Total High-exposure group Low-exposure group

N 458 91 367

Age 50 (13) 51 (12) 50 (13)

Men, N (%) 314 (69) 66 (73) 248 (68)

Smokers, N (%) 187 (41) 42 (46) 145 (40)

Pack-years 15 (18) 9 (16) 15 (19)*

Work duration, months 272 (287) 129 (173) 288 (291)*

TSP, air concentration, mg/m3 1.7 (1.2) 4.8 (1.9) 0.8 (0.5)*

Min 0.1 3.5 0.1

Max 8.4 8.4 1.8

FVC% pred. 99.2 ± 17.4 96.1 ± 17.0 100.0 ± 17.4

FEV1% pred. 97.5 ± 20.2 94.5 ± 19.5 98.2 ± 20.3

FEV1/FVC, % 80.7 ± 9.4 80.5 ± 7.8 80.8 ± 9.8

FEV1/FVC<70%,N (%) 47 (10) 7 (8) 40 (11)

FEV1/FVC<LLN,N (%) 30 (7) 3 (3) 27 (7)

TSP, total suspended particles; FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s.
*P < 0.001 with Mann-Whitney U-test.
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tested against lung function, both FVC% and FEV1% gradually

dropped with increasing exposure (Figure 2).

In a logistic regression model, we tested the association of

work in dusty workplaces first in the entire sample of workers,

where smoking intensity was treated as a confounder and,

therefore, included in the multivariate model, and then in the

subgroup of non-smoking personnel only. In the first model,

exposure to high TSP concentrations at workplace was associated

with FEV1/FVC<70%, increasing the odd of developing disease by

2.1 times (Table 2). Such exposure also increased the odds of FEV1

drop below LLN by 124% (Table 2). Considering the fraction of all

subjects exposed 0.20 (91/458), and the OR of developing

spirometry-confirmed obstruction 2.1 obtained in the multivariate

regression model, PAF% in our sample was 18%. When testing the

association of exposure to high dust concentrations in a model

adjusted for age, sex, and work duration in only non-smokers

(N = 271), the effect measure of such association was even higher

(Table 3).

4 | DISCUSSION

This is the first study with a quantitative analysis of the association

between dust exposure and spirometric criteria of COPD in a sample of

workers from the leading tractor producer in Belarus. Using

cross-sectional design, we matched data on exposure to TSP at

workplace with spirometry in a sample of almost 500 workers and

found significantly greater likelihood of FEV1/FVC reduction in

regression models, when dust exposure was adjusted for smoking,

FIGURE 1 Cumulative TSP dose in two groups of production
personnel. *P < 0.001 with Mann-Whitney U-test

FIGURE 2 The association of FVC% and FEV1% with TSP concentration at workplace and cumulative exposure at workplace in a group of
highly exposed workers. TSP, total suspended particles; FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1; forced expiratory volume in 1 s
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work duration, age, and sex. We showed that exposure to high TSP

concentrations, incurred by tractor production, increased the likeli-

hood of spirometry-confirmed obstruction twofold.

Occupational exposure to dust, including its inhalable fraction,

of various origin, such as metal dust as in this case, has been shown

to be associated with respiratory conditions, mostly COPD. Earlier

studies, using similar study design yielded controversial estimates

even in times larger sample sizes. The latest systematic review on the

topic10 demonstrated that the magnitude of effect may vary from

non-significant to almost 2.7. Most of those studies, however, had

the potential of exposure misclassification, because data were

collected from questionnaires, and moreover, those with a disease

may have been more likely to recall exposure to dust (recall bias).

Although occupation-based estimates may also produce significant

effect measures,15 as we have shown with drillers and mill operators,

proper exposure assessment should not only eliminate exposure

misclassification, but be used routinely because of better availability

of portable devices lately. Simultaneous measurement of various

fractions is still not feasible with portable devices, but measuring

respirable versus inhalable fractions would not enable to distinguish

predominantly cardiovascular effects from the respiratory outcomes.

Altogether, this should help tailor prevention with known exposures

at specific workplaces. In general, with the implementation of newer

equipment, technology and approach to work management, dusty

workplaces do not seem to vanish completely, therefore, assessing

exposure and quantifying respiratory and other effects is still

germane and remains novel, should both exposure and outcome be

properly classified.

This study has distinct limitations. TSP measurement is no longer

used for environmental monitoring because of drastically different

particles’ mass as a function of their size. Since TSP is a whole

combination of particles ranging in aerodynamic diameter, mass and

settling velocity, it is not completely accurate in relating its

concentration to respiratory effects, since the amount of inhaled

part is not known. However, this method is still used, though outdated,

in some industries to control for the overall dust contamination. In our

case, we only could use this measure of dust contamination, because

PM10 is not yet monitored at the plant. Hence, our results may not be

fully comparable to other studies, where they measured dust inhalable

fractions only. TSP and PM10 health effects may also be different.16–18

Since inhalable PM10 fraction is likely associated with inflammatory

respiratory conditions,19 but not cardiovascular ones, because

particles with aerodynamic diameter less than 4 µm will not penetrate

in alveoli, current and future studies of COPD should rather focus on

PM10.

Our study is also limited to a smaller sample size when compared

to population-based analyses. Cross-sectional design should also be

named as a limitation, because observational cohorts, as opposed to

cross-sectional studies, can yield annual lung function decline

estimates, which is believed to be a more accurate prognostic factor

of COPD than any fixed value. Of note, only five out of 18 studies

included in a comprehensive systematic review, were longitudinal.10

All that calls for larger longitudinal observations with greater

statistical power. Finally, our study was also limited to identification

of four confounders on the pathway between the exposure and the

outcome, and some unmeasured confounding may have been

present.

Our study has distinct implications for both exposure control

and clinical follow-up. Because we found that with significantly

shorter work duration, the cumulative TSP dose of those working in

dusty posts was times higher, the calculation of annual lung function

decline is essential for those working in dusty shops. When wearing

personal protective equipment and routinely recommended smoking

cessation at annual screening are enforced, annual lung function

decline should be compulsory during annual surveillance, although

current legislation does not imply such caution. The essential need

TABLE 2 Multivariate regression model of exposure to metal dust and selected lung function parameters in the entire cohort of MTP workers

FEV1/FVC<70% FVC<LLN FEV1<LLN

Exposure categories OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Low-exposure workstations 1 - 1 - 1 -

High-exposure workstations 2.10 1.16;3.83 1.56 0.73;3.31 2.24 1.18;4.25

FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; LLN, low limit of normality; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. Models are adjusted for
sex, age, pack-years of smoking and work duration.

TABLE 3 Multivariate regression model of exposure to metal dust and selected lung function parameters in the subgroup of non-smoking MTP
workers

FEV1/FVC<70% FVC<LLN FEV1<LLN

Exposure categories OR 95% CI OR 95% CI OR 95% CI

Low-exposure workstations 1 - 1 - 1 -

High-exposure workstations 2.47 1.02;5.97 2.63 0.91;7.60 2.76 1.07;7.12

FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 s; LLN, low limit of normality; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval. Models are adjusted for
sex, age, and work duration.
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for smoking cessation in heavily exposed works is underestimated

both by the workers and screening doctors,20,21 however smoking

cessation and smoking bans at workplaces have resulted in a

dramatic lung function improvement in both smokers and their

non-smoking counterparts.22 Because in an occupational setting

smoking may produce multiplicative damaging effects with the

occupational exposure, smoking cessation itself can substantially

slow annual lung function decline.

In summary, this is the first study fromMTP to reveal the levels of

exposure and the associated lung function decline up to the levels of

clinically meaningful condition, such as COPD. With up to 20% of

workers exposed to high levels of TSP, such exposure will double the

odds of developing spirometry-defined obstruction. Therefore, expo-

sure control and smoking cessation should be enforced to protect

workers from dust and prevent this progressive chronic respiratory

condition.
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